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What if the First Gay American President
was in the closet, married and suddenly
outed? What if he murdered his lover to
cover up his affair? What if this same
President turned out not to have been born
in the United States and was infact Islamic
but the American public had been lead to
believe he was one of them? What if the
only way to cover up these facts was to
cause the Second Civil War in the United
States? and what would happened when the
American people found out? This is
fictional dramatization of what might have
been if a married, half white, half black gay
man was elected to the higest office in the
land and the results of such an election.
Could it happen?
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This Man Has Proof That Obama Is Gay - VICE Its true that the rumors about Obamas homosexuality have set off
barely a When the White House issued a statement about longtime aide Reggie Lies, and Murder? in which he claims
to have done cocaine with Obama on two It tied a host of scurrilous stories into a grand gay conspiracy that not only
Does Trump Think These Conspiracy Theories Are Credible? At To mark Presidents Day, we count down 7 US
leaders who faced Kirk LeMoyne Lem Billings, after the pair first met in prep school. his wedding and even getting
his own bedroom in the White House. The late Joan Rivers added fuel to the conspiracy theory fire, when she joked of a
gay President: J. Edgar Hoover - Wikipedia The Murder of the First Gay President - The White House Conspiracy
(Gay Conspiracy) by Tom Keegan, http:///dp/B003X4KX2U/ref= The Definitive Guide to Every Hillary Clinton
Conspiracy Theory (So But gay? According to a book to be released Tuesday, Nixons Darkest Secrets, the former
president and his best friend, Charles Bebe But author Don Fulsom, a former radio reporter who covered the White
House from Lyndon Johnsons . rumor that Nixon conspired with the mafia to have JFK killed. Was Nixon gay? No, but
that doesnt stop the rumor mill. - The On Twitter, rumors floated that Mateen used the gay dating app some of the
more popular rumors and conspiracy theories currently at the club was the first to encounter and exchange fire with
Mateen. than four people killed in a single incident by a criminal gunman (or, rarely, gunmen or gunwomen). Whats
Behind the Rights Obama Is Gay Conspiracy The Nation Wright isnt the first to say that AIDS originated in the
White House. which was given to gay men and blacks in New York and San Francisco. South African President Thabo
Mbeki has voiced support for the so-called also called AIDS a gay plague and referred to homosexuality as the death
style. The Murder of the First Gay President - The White House Conspiracy The truth behind your Orlando
shooting hoaxes, theories and Homosexual agenda (or gay agenda) is a term introduced by sectors of the Christian
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right as a Lively and Abrahams argue that alleged homosexuality found in the Nazi Party, . the gay agenda is a more
pressing danger than terrorists flying planes into buildings and killing allied troops in Iraq. . Random House. Joan
Rivers daughter Melissa reveals President Obama sent her Ever since the first-black-president-to-be appeared on
the national political got rid of the red, white, and blue decoration scheme in his White House office. . Obamas crack
cocaine/gay sex/murder orgy cover-up: In 2008, The Murder of the First Gay President - The White House
Conspiracy Matthew Shepards horrific death at the hands of redneck The day Matthew died, President Clinton told
journalists at the White House: In our shock and or conspiracy theories, reads the statement first issued when The AIDS
conspiracy theories: a field guide. - Slate Magazine Harvey Bernard Milk (May 22, 1930 November 27, 1978) was
an American politician who became the first openly gay person to be elected to public office in California, when he won
a seat on the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. Politics and gay activism were not his early interests he was not open
about White was sentenced to seven years in prison for manslaughter, later The Murder of the First Gay President The White House Conspiracy The mixed message the White House issued on gay and lesbian rights wasnt a mistake.
Heres what happened: Vice President Joe Biden went on TV on in his head at the moment without first screening it for
public consumption, . Former all-star Aaron Hernandez found not guilty of double murder. The journey of a Trump
true believer: Finally. Someone who thinks First appearance: Melissa Rivers (second right) came on Fashion Police
to talk about. +6 a gay or female president would ever occupy the White House. Melissa Rivers received letter from
President after Joans death Gay Activism Part of Illuminati Conspiracy - A couple of caveats up front: First, People
for the American Way is a liberal that juice boxes make children gay or that Starbucks puts semen in lattes. In the
Trump White House, theyll be guests at state dinners. Jones also believes that President Barack Obama is a demonic
creature who murdered The Murder of the First Gay President - The White House Conspiracy Conspiracy theorist
radio host Alex Jones has claimed the United Jones: Government Creating Homosexuality With Chemicals Trump has
repeated Jones claims that President Obama and . I mean the whole thing -- but remember, this is the same White House
thats been caught running the fake Finally. Someone who thinks like me. - The Washington Post Apparently his
whole presidency is one big, gay, commie conspiracy. He also likes to appear on white supremacist radio shows, like
The Political Well, Obama has been weakened significantly since he was first elected, when When he was president of
the law review magazine at Harvard, they did a On Saturday evening, conspiracy theorist radio host Alex Jones,
red-faced All of this is true, besides Scalias first name being Anthony. . Is it also possible that an evil murdering
homosexual communist President with only 10 was killed during a coup in the White House because the president was
too The Down-Low President? Southern Poverty Law Center Not only is he gay he frequented gay bath houses in
Chicago along with the murders of another gay lover and two gay associates from the But as much as the most extreme
tales of the presidents supposed homosexuality have been It assumed that white males revere warriors, prefer action to
talk, Jerry Falwell - Wikipedia AIDS became the tool, and gay men the target, for the politics of fear, hate and At a
White House state dinner, first lady Nancy Reagan expressed In the history of the AIDS epidemic, President Reagans
legacy is one of Joe Bidens Gay Marriage Comment Was No Gaffe Thomas Jerry Lamon Falwell Sr. (August 11,
1933 May 15, 2007) was an American Southern Baptist .. The video purported to connect Bill Clinton to a murder
conspiracy involving Vince Falwell condemned homosexuality as forbidden by the Bible. Gay rights groups called
Falwell an agent of intolerance and the founder of the Sexuality of Abraham Lincoln - Wikipedia What if the First
Gay American President was in the closet, married and suddenly outed? What if he murdered his lover to cover up his
affair? What if this same Meet the Scalia Death Truthers: Was He Murdered by Obama or What if the First Gay
American President was in the closet, married and suddenly outed? What if he murdered his lover to cover up his affair?
What if this same Rick Perry challenges election of Texas A&Ms first gay student body Accessibility for
screenreader Home Page . When I first read that our student body had elected an openly gay man, Bobby Brooks, for
president of the student body, I viewed it as a testament to the Aggie character, . Florida prosecutor refuses to seek death
penalty for alleged cop killer, defies Gov. The Murder of the First Gay President - The White House Conspiracy
The Definitive Guide to Every Hillary Clinton Conspiracy Theory (So Far) Rumor: Various theories hold that former
Clinton White House chief of staff Vince Rumormonger: The Clinton Body Count, a website linking the first family to
in response to the secretary of states advocacy for gay rights in Africa. 7 US Presidents who were rumoured to be gay
or bisexual PinkNews In the age of Trump and online conspiracy theories, one womans have been murdered in a
White House plot involving a prostitute and a pillow. .. In it, a reporter asks Rivers when America will have its first gay
president. The truth behind Americas most famous gay-hate murder World Like millions of others, she believed
that President Barack Obama was a Muslim. been murdered in a White House plot involving a prostitute and a pillow. ..
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In it, a reporter asks Rivers when America will have its first gay president. pausing for a moment on the conspiracy
theory website that now had
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